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The Flow of Weights in Subfactor Theory
By

Carl WINSL0W*
Abstract
We define a Connes-Takesaki type flow of weights for any inclusion of factors. It is shown that
Popa's classification of strongly amenable subfactors as well as some new structural results on type
III-subfactors can be stated in a unified way using this invariant. The invariant also separates certain
"exotic" examples of subfactors which are not covered by that classification.

§1. Introduction
The flow of weights on a factor of type III was defined by Connes and
Takesaki in 1973 and has been studied ever since as a tool to classify factors of
type III and their automorphisms. The purpose of this paper is to discuss how to
adapt this approach to the classification and structure theory of subfactors.
Let us briefly review the single factor case [2]. Let M denote a properly
infinite von Neumann algebra with separable predual. Then we can choose a
dominant weight 0) on M. Further, there exists an action 9: R—> AutCM^) such
that
(1)

(M,(T w ) = (Mwxi0R,0)

where 0: R —> M^xj^R is the dual action of 0, cf. [23]; also there exists a normal
semifinite faithful trace r on M^ with
(2)

T°0s=e~sT,

seR.

In view of (1), the pair (M w ,0) is called a continuous decomposition of M.
Connes and Takesaki next defined the (smooth) flow of weights on M. In the
above setting, it is the pair (^ M ,^ M ), where
(3)

^M = 2(MJ (-M^nM' )

(4)

^":R + ->Aut(^"), ^ M - 0 _ l o A 2 M , A > 0 .

Note here that since CD and 9 are both essentially unique, the isomorphism class
of (^ M ,^ M ) does not depend upon a choice of them. The terminology is justified
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by a theorem in [2] , which roughly speaking states that the lattice of projections
in £PM can be identified with the set of equivalence classes of so-called
integrable weights on Af, on which $~M then acts by simple scalar multiplication.
The flow of weights turns out to be a complete invariant for hyperfinite
factors of type III. In particular, the Connes invariant

(where 0 runs over all faithful normal states on M) can be calculated as
(5)

thanks to [23,9.6]. Then the classification [1] in types I I I A ( 0 < A < 1 ) is given by
which subgroup of R+ this yields; and there is precisely one hyperfinite factor of
each of these types except in the type III0- case, where all non-transitive ergodic
flows are realized as the flow (^ M ,^ M ) for exactly one hyperfinite factor M.
This paper is an attempt to establish a similar unified picture of the wealth of
classification results in subfactor theory which has been obtained during the last
few years, and it is a natural continuation of our work in [24], [25]. Besides
deepening our understanding of existing results, such a picture is supposed to
provide directions for obtaining a complete classification, cf. Conjecture 4.1. In
fact, we define in Sec. 2 a Connes-Takesaki type flow of weights for subf actors
which is a simultaneous generalization of the standard invariant for subfactors of
type II j (cf. [17]) and the classical flow of weights for type Ill-factors (as
described above). After treating the classification issue, we demonstrate (in Sec.
3) how this new invariant contains information on the structure of subfactors even
in cases where no classification has yet been found. The invariant also separates
some exotic (non-classified) examples of type III-subfactors, which are due to H.
Kosaki, P. Loi and T. Sano, and which will be discussed together with further
applications in Sec. 4.
This work was essentially conceived while the author stayed at the University
of Tokyo, and the writing up was done at the University Copenhagen. We wish to
thank Y. Kawahigashi for his infatigable interest and encouragement. We are
also grateful to H. Kosaki for informing us of some inacuracies in a first version
of the paper and of some related results of his. Finally thanks are due to H.
Kosaki and P. Loi for pointing out the correction [29] to [15].
§2. The Relative Flow of Weights
Let M^N be an inclusion of d-finite factors with finite index. Let £ be a
faithful normal conditional expectation from M onto N chosen as follows: If M
(hence N) is of type II, £ is the canonical trace-preserving expectation; otherwise it is the minimal expectation (cf. [5], [6]). Also let
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be the tower for M ID N , with the canonical conditional expectations £^ : Mk —»
Af^! defined by £0 = £" , as usual.
Take any normal semifinite faithful weight if/on M satisfying

Also put (j) = \i/\N, \ISQ=\I/ and
\l/k

=\j/oE} o - . - o ^ ,

k>l.

Finally let
N = Nx ,#; M = Mxi rM; M, = M, xs M, fc>0.
(J^

'

fjV

K

K

QTrA

We then assume that

- S'(N)
from which, in particular, it follows that (^ M ,^ M ) = (^N9^N) , so that M and
N are isomorphic if they are hyperfinite by the classification mentioned in the
introduction.
2.1. Definition, Let

and define an action &~M*N of 5 0 (7V)xE + on &M^N by
yW

= {((Jn

): iog(gv) |^ n .,}r =0 , (g,5) E SQ(N)

X R+ ,

where (aVkT is the dual action of aVk . Then the pair (^ M ^,^ rMa;v ) is called
the flow of weights of M 3 TV .
Note that the fundamental homomorphism on M ID Af , defined in [24, 4.2] (cf .
[13], [8], [4] for notation and background) by

is in the above setting a homomorphism T : Aut(M,AT)
where Aut(^ M3N ,^~ MaN ) denotes the set of (nested) automorphisms on
which commutes with Im(^ M3yv ) = ^ Ma/v (5 0 (A^)xR + ) .
Also recall that Loi's invariant <D can in general be defined as

and O can be identified with T when M 3 Af is of type II j (but not otherwise).
A few immediate observations should be noticed here.
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2.2. Remarks.
1. We need to define ^M-N as a sequence of inclusions of algebras in order
to get an invariant for subf actors, due to the possible discrepancy between
principal and "dual" principal graphs; however, in an abstract setting, one can
often just look at say [Mk n M7}~=0 for simplicity.
2. The isomorphism class of (^>M^N^M^N) does not depend on the choice
of the weight y/", since (using the Connes' unitary cocycle theorem [1, 1.2.1]) one
gets easily
(Mx

x

(7 '

E, (<T*') A ) = (Mx

x

(7

2

E, (a* 2 ) A )

for any two normal faithful semifinite weights j,, £2 on M.
3. For M = N properly infinite, we have (^ M3 ^^ M ^) = (^ M ,^ M )
because of equation (5) and [4, 13.1].
4. For M^N of type II, S0 (#) = {!} and (&>M*N ,&-M*N) is isomorphic to
the standard invariant ([17]) together with the trivial action, tensor L°°(E) with
translation. The last factor in the tensor product being independent of M ID N , we
can ignore it, hence identify the flow with the standard invariant.
5. For M^N of type III,, (&>M*N ^M*N) is isomorphic to the standard
invariant of the type II, -inclusion associated to M ID N via the common
continuous decomposition (see [12]), together with the R+ x Enaction

which is essentially the Loi invariant of the R-action from the continuous
decomposition of Af => W, cf. Eq. (13).
6. For M^N
of type III 0 , SQ(N) = {1} and our invariant reduces to
restriction (oWk )A to ML n N' , which has been previously considered by Kosaki in
[9], [10], cf. Sec. 4.
Without further ceremonies, we state the theorem which was our first
motivation for studying the above concepts:
2o3o Theorem . The classification of strongly amenable sub/actors of type
II ([17]) and type IIIA (0 < A < 1) ([18], [19]), as well as the classification in [20]
of finite depth type III }- subf actors, can be formulated as follows: All these
subfactors are completely classified (up to isomorphism) by their flow of weights.
By 2.2.4 above, the type II-case of the above theorem is obvious.
The proof of the following statement is routine and we leave it to the reader.

2o4 e Proposition. Let A^B
a common trace. Then
^B®M

and M be factors with A = B of type II with
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for all (g,s)eSQ(M)xR+.
Then the type 11^ -case of the theorem follows from [20] and the following
easy consequence of [17], the classification of hyperfmite factors and the above
proposition:
2 0 5 8 Corollary,, Sub/actors of the form A®MiiB®M, where A ID B is a
strongly amenable subf actor of type II, and M is a hyperfinite factor, are
completely classified by their flow of weights.
So we only have to deal with the discrete type III case of the theorem. This
will be done in the next section.
We end this section with a remark on the computability of flow of weights.
For the type III 0 -case, cf. also [28].
In the single factor case, the flow of weights of crossed products by discrete
amenable groups can be computed in general in terms of the invariants of the W" dynamical system we start with (see [22, 1.5], [21, 4.1]). In the subfactor case,
we lack the invariants for a general computation as in [22], because we do not
have a general classification for discrete amenable actions; in fact only the
strongly free case is known (see [27] for a survey). Here, an automorphism
<7 e Aut(M, N) is called strongly free if, for all k > 0 and a e Mk the property
a(x)a = ax, x e M

entails a - 0. (Cf. [25] and [10] for further discussion of strong freeness.) Then
we have
2o6= Proposition,, Let M ID N be a subfactor and OC a strongly free action
of a discrete group G on M :D N . Put

Then

i.e. the flow of weights of the crossed product equals the fixed point algebra of
the original flow by the image of the action under the fundamental
homomorphism .
Proof. By the argument of [18, 1.5], strong freeness of a means

', k>0
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where Mk is the crossed product of Mk by ak. The proof in [21, 4.2] that the
crossed products by R and G can be interchanged in the obvious sense also works
for inclusions. Hence we get
Mk n M' = Mk n M' = Mk n M' = (Mk n M')*A

for all k > 0, and the flow is as claimed.
Note that [26, 5.2] is a special case of the above general statement.

Q.E.D.

§3 0 The Discrete Type Ill-case.
As an illuminating and fairly well understood class of type III-subfactors, we
study in this section the subfactors M 3 N of type IIIA (0 < A < 1) with the
property that there exists on N a A -trace (j) satisfying

where E is the minimal conditional expectation. This condition is equivalent to the
requirement that if/ = (/)oE is a A -trace on M, i.e. M and N have a common
discrete decomposition in the sense of [12]. Namely, if 17 e $/(N) is such that
of([/) = A"£7, f eR, then also a? (U) = A"I7, r e R . Hence with P = MW, Q = N(t)
and 0 = Ad(U)\P e Aut(P,Q) we have

Note also that by definition we have S0(N) = {A" : n 6 Z} .
3 8 lo Theorem o In the above situation, there is an isomorphism
(6)

such that
(7)

(8)

/T(a)/-1 = O(a'|

P ) ® mod(^ N ),

a e Aut(M,

where mod w ^/z^ Connes-Takesaki module ([2]) a«<2? a' w a perturbation of (X by
a unitary from N such that, for a JJL e R+ with ^M = mod(a)"1 ,
<t)oaf = ^

a'(U) = U.

Proof. We construct below the isomorphism / and check that (7) is satisfied.
It is left to the reader to check (8), but the proof of [24, 4.6] contains the
essential calculations.
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In the construction of (^M-N, j^~ Mayv ) we can use the /L-trace iff by Remark
vw
2.2.2.
.2. Thus o
<s
is periodic
perkx with period £0 =

log A

and we obtain an action q_¥ of

R / ?0Z on M by putting

where rj: R— > R / £ 0 Z is the identification map. By [4, 5.4] we obtain an
isomorphism
/ : Af -> M x ffVf R / r0Z ® L°° (0, log A'1 )
given by

where n : M —> M and ;r0 : M -> M xi a V ,R/£ 0 Z are the usual injections, A : /? —> M
and A0 : R/r 0 Z -> Mx a ,,R/f 0 Z are the left regular representations, and m(e't)£(s) = e'«£(s) for r e R , 5€]0,logA-'[ and £ e L 2 (0, logA' 1 ). Hence, for * e M ,
5-, f e R and n e Z , we find:

-' ( A0 (rj(f )) 8

where the last equality comes from the special form of (^M ,^M),
It follows that

cf. [2, IV. 1].

where we identify, as usual, the dual group of R / f 0 Z with Z and a¥ with 9.
We thus have

By Takesaki duality [23],
(P xe Zxi^ Z, 0) = (P (8) ^(/2

(Z)), 0 ® Ad(2)) ,

where 2 is the right regular representation of Z on Z?(/'2(Z)) . Hence
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This argument carries through to the whole tower (Mk)k with isomorphisms
preserving the inclusions, so we can define / by the composition of J's and
Takesaki duality. Then we get (7) by restriction to the relative commutants.
Q.E.D.
3o2o Corollary (Popa). Strongly amenable subf actors of type IIIA (0 <
A < 1) are completely classified by their flow of weights.
Proof. Popa's classification ([19]) says that these subfactors are classified by
the standard invariant of the associated type II-inclusion together with the
standard part of the automorphism from the discrete decomposition; these are
contained as the first tensor component in the right hand side of (6) and (7). (In
fact, the invariant is seen to contain the single factor flow and hence the "type" of
M = N. cf. Eq. (5).)
Q.E.D.
3o3» Corollary. With notations as above, let (X be a strongly free action of
a discrete amenable group on M ID N . Let

Then ifM^N is strongly amenable,/\ so is
^ M ID N . Conversely, if G is finite and
M ID N is strongly amenable, so is M ID N .
Proof. From Proposition 2.6 and the theorem, we have (with the notation
from there):

and
N \mod(«1 N )

Thus, by definition, strong amenability of M^N
and M^N
means strong
amenability of ^P~Q and (^^e^(«V) respectively. By [25, 3.5], a'\p is strongly
outer on P^Q. Now the conclusion follows from [26 ,6.1].
Q.E.D.
3o4. Corollary. Let M^N be an in the theorem, assuming further that
M 2 N has finite depth. Let J denote the canonical endomorphism for M 3 N as
in [16]. Then
Ker(^M~N) = {A"°" : n e Z} x S0(N)
where nQ = maxfn G N : a

2n is
— /zlogA

contained in jk

for some k > 0} .
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Proof. From the theorem, ^f =" = 1 if and only if 0*%n(r =1 for all k and
N

^
-I. By Eq. (5), the last condition means t e S0(N) . With n0 as above,
assume «0 > 1; then by [10, Lemma 9] we have 0^\pnQe = 1 for all k, but for any
n<n0 there is a fc e N such that 0*|pAne/ ^ 1 • Also, by definition nQ=l means that
no other modular automorphisms than 1 are contained in the powers of 7 (in the
sector sense), and by [7] this means M ^ N is isomorphic to a type II r subf actor
tensor M; however, by [12, Sec. 3, Sec. 6] this happens if and only if O(0) = 1 ,
i- e - °k\p,nQ' =l for all
fc,neN.
Q.E.D.
A similar result can be obtained for type 111,-subfactors with core inclusion
of finite depth, using [10, Lemma 11]. In particular defining

(9)

S0(M,N) = Kzt(^M-N)

(which is natural in view of Eq. (5)), we get the following for such type 111,subfactors as well as for subfactors of the kind considered in Corollary 3.4:
(10)

50(M, N) = S0(AO x S0(N) <=> (M 3 N) = (M 3 #)" ® M

where (M ID N)st is the standard part of the core inclusion. It would be interesting
to have more information on S0(M,N): the possible values, further structural
interpretations etc.
We now turn to the study of the image

{9>™ : (g,t) e
of

For a single, injective factor M of type III^ (0 < A < 1) , we have

(11)
as subgroups of Aut(^ M ,^ M ). Here, the inclusion c is [2, IV .1.3], and in fact
injectivity is not needed for this part. The reverse inclusion is also well known;
for the convenience of the reader and the proof of Proposition 3.5, we outline the
details. Let /3 be the one-parameter action on the injective factor RQl of type II ^
given by Toj3 s -e~"i (seR) where T is a trace on /? 01 , then the dual weight
f of T is a A -trace on M, and M can be represented as M = Rol x^

Z . Let /3

be the obvious extension of j8 to M. Then as f o / ? s = e~'r we have mod(/3 $ ) =
^M for all s e R . (In fact /3y can easily be modified to an action of R/(ZlogA)
on M with these modules.)
In the subf actor-case, we shall show that

CARL
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can occur, though equality does hold for small indices. More precisely, we have:
3»5o Proposition., Let notation be as in the beginning of this section.
Further, let & = d>(Aut(A, B)) for the ll^inclusion associated to the core P^Q
of M 2 N, and assume that M^N (i.e. that A^B) is strongly amenable. Then

holds. Moreover, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Im(T) = Im(^""=")
(ii) ^n{O(0)}' is isomorphic to Z or Z;2 for some n e N
where 0(0) is viewed as an element of & in the obvious way.
Proof. To prove the first statement, we represent the subf actor as
(M 2 N) = (A <B> /?w

where /J is as above, cf. [18]. Then observe that 0st ® fls can be extended to
M^N just as in the argument before the proposition, and that this produces all
values of T by Theorem 3.1 (cf. below).
Now let a e Aut(M,AT) and form a' as in Theorem 3.1. By (7) and (8) there,
we have
T(a) = d>(a '|p) ® mod(a\N )
and

Hence (i) is equivalent to the condition that, for all a e Aut(M, N) ,
(12)

O(a1 p ) = O(0)n for some n e N .

Obviously, if (ii) holds, then (12) must hold as well, since by construction
[a',0] = 0 and hence O(«1f,)e.?'n{*(0)}/.
Conversely assume (12) is true. Take any aeAut(A,F) with <P>((j)ejfn
{O(0)}7. Let a be the extension of d®l on (A^B)®RQl to M^N,
where
F 3 2 is identified with (A ID #) <8> /^ j . Then with the above notation,
a'\p = a ® l since [<r ® 1, 0] = 0 and (f)oa = $. Now, by (12) we get

for some neN.

Q.E.D.

3 0 6o CoroIIarjc W/f/z notations as above, assume M 3 N has minimal
index less that 4. Then Im(T) =
Proof. By the classification of the type II r subfactors, the principal graph of
the Ilj-inclusion associated to M^N is one of An ( « e N ) , D2n (n>2\ E6, Es
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and the corresponding value of & is trivial in all these cases except for D2n
where it is Z2. Hence (ii) in the proposition is automatic.
Q.E.D.
As we move up in index, the conclusion of the corollary fails. This is
illustrated by the following.
3o7 0 Examples*
1. Let (J be the outer action of G = Z2 ©Z2 on the hyperfinite II1 -factor R,
and put B = R, A = BxaG. Then ^ for this inclusion is Aut(Z 2 © Z2 ) = 53 by
[13], so with (M ID N) = ( A ID B) (8) R^ , where R^ is the Powers factor of type
III A , we get Im(^ M3/v )cIm(T) by the proposition. This example is rather trivial
because ®(9) = I in the notation above.
2. A less trivial example is obtained e.g. by taking G = Z2 ©Z8 and construct
A z > Z ? as in 1; then jf = D 4 ©Z 2 and we let (J be the element generating Z2.
Then put (M ^N) = ((A^>B)®Rol)x\0@e;i% where 0A is given by mod(0A) = A.
Then D4 <^n{<i>(0)}' = & r\{a}' and hence this group is not singly generated, so
that again
3. Let n > 2 and let B be the index 4 subf actor of A = R with principal graph
A<° as in [3, 4.6.7, 4.7 .d]. By [14,4.4], ,^ = Tx y Z 2 for some Z 2 -action 7 on the
unit circle T, and taking any nontrivial a e T < 9 , we have T < & n {a}' , hence
the corresponding (index 4) subfactor of type IIIA constructed as in 2 has
), but is not splitting like the example in 1.
Note that from the list in [14] and the proposition, if M 3 N has index 4, then
) = Im(T) unless we have trivial splitting as in 1, or the type II-graph is
like in 3.
§4e A Look at the Remaining Cases
The only known type if classification result for subfactors of type III, comes
from Popa's general theorem [20] stating that strong amenability, central freeness
and approximate innerness for a subfactor imply that it splits into a type II,subfactor tensor a single factor, so that classification follows from the II, -case
and the classification of single hyperfinite factors, and by Proposition 2.4 the
resulting classification can also be expressed using the relative flow of weights.
From a type III- viewpoint, subfactors splitting in this way are of course not so
interesting. In fact, by Eq. (10), the splitting corresponds to "trivial relative
flow".
However, P. Loi showed in [14], [15] (cf. [29]) that there exists a nonsplitting inclusion of type III, with core of finite depth and that an uncountable
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family of type III j-subf actors with the same type II and type III standard
invariants as such an inclusion can be obtained under rather weak assumptions.
Namely, let M ID N be such a subfactor (cf. [14, 5.5] for examples), with
continuos decomposition (M ID N) = (P ID 2)x 0 R . Then as P ID Q carry a common
trace (the one satisfying Eq. (2)), it splits as (PiD Q) = (A 3 B)® Rol where
A ID B is a finite depth subfactor of type lll and J?01 is the hyperfinite type 11^factor. Now, assume Q splits as an E-action in the following way:

0 = 0st ® 00'1
where Bst e Aut(A,Z?) is given by O(0) using the generating property (cf. [18]),
and 0OJ is the unique tracescaling (as in Eq. (2)) R -action on Rol. Note here that
this assumption holds for all Loi's examples and that it is conjectured to hold in
general (cf. below). Then, for each £ > 0, define an action 0£ of E on P ID Q by
0f = 0*'

and put

Clearly Ker(O(0e)) = e~l • Ker(<D(0)) . Assume further that Ker(a>(0))*0; this is
an extra condition on A^B to which we return in the next paragraph. Then as
Loi's invariant maps cocycle conjugate actions on A ID B to conjugate actions on
{Ak n B'} , we conclude that

Now, as (o¥k )* is easily seen to be the canonical extension of (oVk )* on the
tower N c M c Mj c • • • c Mk for all 5 e R , we can identify (aVk )A with
(9s)k®Ad(Qs) via the Takesaki duality Mk = Pk ® ^(L 2 (M)), where fi is the
right regular representation. Hence in the above situation,

(13)

(^M

so the uncountable family (M£^N£)£>Q is separated by (the kernel of) the
relative flow of weights. In this context, Eq. (10) says that all M£ 3 N£ are nonsplitting.
After the completion of this paper, it was pointed out to us by H. Kosaki that
Ker(O(0)) = 0 does occur (cf. [10]) but that, even in this case, a finer invariant
separates the inclusions M£ 3 N£ (cf. [29]). Also a construction similar to Loi's
above then works without assuming finite depth of the core (or splitting of 0). The
point here is that this new invariant, which is a relative version of Connes' T-set,
is also defined in terms of the relative flow of weights, so this flow also separates
this larger family of examples.
Finally, the area of subf actors of type III0 is completely different in flavor
because the core inclusions are not factorial, so that ergodic theory appears in a
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relative form. This was used by Kosaki [9] and Kosaki-Sano [11] to construct
uncountably many examples of non-splitting finite depth inclusions with the same
principal graphs and (integer) index. The uncountable number of such inclusions
follows from the wealth of so-called finite-to-one ergodic extensions of ergodic
flows, and the resulting subfactors are shown to be non-isomorphic by proving that
these extensions are isomorphic to the inclusion data
(14)

((l-eiv...vet)M,n^,(^ri(1_fiVwi^n,,)

(for some finite k) as an extension of the single factor flow (^(M), (avY\2 ^ ).
Moreover, due to the actual construction of M^N, (14) is obtained from
(Mk n N', (a¥k )A| - ~,) by deleting the "trivial ergodic component". Hence
again, the examples are separated by the relative flow of weights.
To obtain a classification for subfactors of type III 0 , we first have to define a
concept of strong amenability; this is done by demanding strong amenability of the
(factorial) component inclusions in the central disintegration of MID A/", cf. [28].
With this definition, strong amenability is defined for all subfactors of type III in
a consistent way. We then pose the following
4.1 o Conjecture. Strongly amenable subfactors of type III0 and type III,
are completely classified by their relative flow of weights.
We have been able to prove this in the type III 0 - case, in particular we reobtain the results due to Kosaki and Sano that were discussed above. The
techniques used in the proof of that theorem are quite different from what we
considered here, and will be presented in [28] together with other applications.
In type Illj-case, the above conjecture is well known and widely believed.
Namely, by Remark 2.2.5 we see that the problem essentially is to show that
trace-scaling one parameter actions in a strongly amenable type Il^-subfactor are
classified by the Loi invariant. This problem is highly non-trivial even in the
single factor case, where it asks for uniqueness, and is solved indirectly by
Haagerups proof of the uniqueness of the hyperfinite type III,-factor. Haagerups
techniques were also crucial in [20], but it seems likely that they cannot be used
directly beyond the finite depth case.
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